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, Crack... Category:List of digital signal processing software Category:Proprietary softwareWe recommend: The Grays are a
British, four-piece indie band and a household name since they released their debut album 'The Grey Album' in 2007. The
Grays have played all the major UK and Irish venues including Download in Leipzig, Stubb's in Austin, the O2 and Brixton
Academy, and are members of the prestigious Britrock Xtra. In 2012 they released their album 'Brightly Toned' and have
proved to be an unstoppable force on the live circuit. Their new studio album 'The Old Ashwell, The New Ashwell' is out now.
""Wow, how original!"" - Five star review! ""The band have done more than enough to acquire a loyal cult following and are
offering something truly special" - Stereoboard ""...an utterly addictive listen that defies contradiction." - Loud! "The six songs
here are quite astoundingly faithful to the band's no-bullshit indie/punk formula; strong hooks, infectious rhythms, a willingness
to push the envelope, and sharp lyrical observation." - RedEye "Quirky, emocore, soft punk, even. The Grays know exactly how
to do this kind of thing. " - The Line of Best Fit "…if you, like me, are an old style hero-worshipper, you could probably be a bit
grumpy about "The Old Ashwell, The New Ashwell" not hitting quite the right note on its first go around; it's too relatable, too
human, too fun for a band that has probably got a fair amount of fame". - Music Feeds ""The Old Ashwell, The New Ashwell"
is an intoxicating, retro-contemporary album that reveals the diversity and range of one of the UK's most exciting contemporary
rock bands." - Sainsbury's ""The Old Ashwell, The New Ashwell" lives up to the timeless original's legacy by placing a strong
emphasis on songwriting and musicianship rather than pinning on pretty artwork and a glossy production." - Spin ""The Grays'
new 'Old Ashwell, New Ashwell' is one of the most assured and accomplished albums of any band around right now" -
Stereokicks ""The Grays push past the typical angsty indie
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